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ABSTRACT

Mapping Flood Myths
by
Ashley Rojas

Advisor: Dr. Michelle A. McSweeney

Water, as the source of all life, has the power to create and destroy. Floods, prior to modern
meteorology, would have been seen as acts of the divine, leading to the creation of flood myths,
stories, and legends from many civilizations. The power of water transcends time and connects all
of humankind. Present day examples including hurricanes here in the US (Katrina, Maria, Irene to
just name a few) and tsunamis like at Fukushima. Mapping Flood Myths will look at flood myths
and legends from all over the world and plot the locations of these myths on web map with
interactivity allowing users to read the stories as well.
A majority of the current flood myth analyses have been targeting Euro-centric civilizations
(Ex: Noah’s Ark/Christianity, Gilgamesh’s flood/Babylon, and Deucalion’s flood/Greek). With this
project as a starting point, flood myths from other civilizations can be discovered and further
researched. Aside from expanding upon disfavored flood myths, this project can be a starting point
for further analysis of the importance of flood myths and how they shaped civilizations. This
project can be a starting point for many new analyses to be made in the fields of geomythology,
archaeology, meteorology and many more.
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A NOTE ON TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
The project itself is a website located at https://mappingfloodmyths.github.io. The code,
images and data used for the website can be found in the GitHub repository at
https://github.com/mappingfloodmyths/mappingfloodmyths.github.io. The repository contains the
following:
Files
.htaccess: A file used to remove the file extension (.html) from the URL.
README.md: Provides information on the project.
_config.yml: GitHub Pages file to display the website.
database.html: The HTML file for the database page.
index.html: The HTML file for the home page.
style.css: The CSS file for the website.
Folders
Data: The original data gathered from The Flood in World Myth and Folklore (Isaak) and
the cleaned data used for the website.
images: The original images used for the map background, the Photoshop file used to alter
the images, and the final altered image used for the map background.
lib: The JavaScript files needed for the website and the JSON shapefile for the countries.
pages: The HTML files used to display the text for each menu tab.
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NARRATIVE
Provide a description of the Capstone Project
Inspiration for the Project
Throughout my undergraduate career, I was interested in connections found between
cultures from their archaeological artifacts. It fascinated me even more when cultures, that seemed
to be connected – either due to similarities between their artifacts, customs, or mythologies – were,
in fact, never in contact. One of the most common connections found within different cultures is
the existence of a flood myth or story. While looking at flood myths through the lens of
archaeology, I couldn’t help but wonder if any of the myths out there were derived from an actual
environmental event. The only way for me to be able to determine this was to see the flood myths
mapped out on a map and timeline. Not only did I never find a map upon doing my own research
into flood myths, but I would constantly come across research focused on Euro-centric flood myths
(Ex: Noah’s Ark/Christianity, Gilgamesh’s flood/Babylon, and Deucalion’s flood/Greek). There
was not much scholarship on flood myths from other cultures. This led me to create “Mapping
Flood Myths” to fill this gap in flood myth scholarship.
After discussing my idea with Dr. Michelle McSweeney, the scope of the project was
narrowed down to an interactive web map. The addition of a timeline feature on the website would
have required extensive research into the birth of each culture where a flood myth originates from
and can be subject to interpretation. Additionally, a map allows for all cultures to be represented
and for all peoples to relate to the stories spatially. The inclusion of a timeline could create a divide
between the ancient world and our world, which would exclude the connections to present day
flood stories still represented within cultures and religions around the world.
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Gathering and Cleaning Data
Throughout my years of research, I have yet to find a more comprehensive list of flood
myths than the one compiled by Mark Isaak. Isaak’s website, The Flood in World Myth and
Folklore (previously “Flood Stories from Around the World”), is a collection of flood myths from
around the world. The first step was to gather the data together of the stories and their locations. I
used the Google Chrome extension, WebScraper, to gather the data from Isaak’s website. Starting
on the home page, I had WebScraper take the name of each region link which, once clicked, led to
a page of origins. On the origin pages, WebScraper took the name of each origin link which, once
clicked, then led to the page of their stories. On the story pages, I had WebScraper take the text of
all paragraphs on the page. For almost all the story pages, the reference paragraph has the class
HTML element of “ref”. This is how I distinguished the references for WebScraper to collect from
the other paragraphs that contained the stories. The data, saved on the GitHub repository, includes
the link for each page where the data was collected as well as the data the data was scraped from
the page.
Once collected, I had to clean the data. To start, I had to combine some rows of data since
there were duplicates created based on the paragraph and reference elements on the different pages.
For example, there were some origins that had multiple stories each with their own references.
When the data was scraped for this origin, WebScraper created a new line for each story multiplied
by each reference that was on the page. This meant that there would be twice as many rows than
was needed. In addition to this, there were times when a single story would be broken up into
multiple paragraphs, which would also lead to a separate row in the data. To condense it, I made
sure that each story, whether it was split into multiple paragraphs or not, was combined into one
row with the source that went with that one story, this way there was one row per story. Once
combined, I created a new column to remove any extra spaces and line breaks in the story text.
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Once the text was cleaned, I started working on the locations of the stories. Many of the
stories were attributed to groups of people or religions. To plot these stories on a map, I decided to
look up the general area these stories were located (using Google and Wikipedia) and added the
region, city and/or country name. Once all data points had a country or region, I looked up the
coordinates of the centroid of each country or region and added that as latitude and longitude
coordinates to the data. If there were any groups of people or religions that spanned multiple
countries, I tried my best to get the central point of the region the stories spanned or to indicate
within the data that this story was from multiple locations. Once the data was cleaned and the
coordinates added, I was able to start plotting the points on the map.

Website Design and Code
When trying to decide how to map my project, I considered using Leaflet – “an open-source
JavaScript library for mobile-friendly interactive maps” – but I ultimately went with using D3.js –
“a JavaScript library for manipulating documents based on data.” The use of D3.js became a
natural solution since I was also taking Interactive Data Visualization (DATA 73200) with
Professor Ellie Frymire. When I was first going through the data, before cleaning it and adding the
locations, I mentioned to Dr. McSweeney that there were many stories that did not have set
locations and we were trying to brainstorm on a way to include these stories without having a set
location. One idea she had was to design the map as an antique/vintage map. This solution was to
allow for the opportunity to have images or icons around the sides of the map that could act as links
to the stories that did not have set locations. Although I ultimately ended up researching the areas
of the groups of people to have a point on the map, this idea of using a vintage style for the map
stuck. Not only does this style keep with the notion that these stories originated to explain natural
phenomena or as lessons, but it was also what helped me decide on using D3.js. In class, we
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learned how to create maps using D3.js as shapes as opposed to the more interactive map (with
zoom features) that Leaflet provided. Once the vintage map idea was brought up, it was clear that
the use of Leaflet would take away from the vintage feel (making the map more modern like
Google Maps). Once the decision to use D3.js was made, I was able to mark the points on the map
of the flood myth locations.
In terms of the vintage aesthetics, I decided to make the points look like push pins on a
map. I also decided to fill the space around the map with images of different works of art relating
to flood myths from around the world. In the same style of vintage maps, I adjusted the colors of all
the images to appear in a sepia/light brown filter using Photoshop. I also knew I wanted to do
something with the imagery of a wave to match the water theme. To do this, I put the menu at the
bottom of the page so that when it is clicked, a wave – code taken from peacepostman and slightly
modified – could rise as if flooding the page. On this wave, acting as a background once risen, I put
different links and information (About, Data, Sources, and Contact).
I knew that I wanted to have a popup to allow for the user to read the story of the selected
flood myth location straight from the map. Before collecting the data, I assumed that each point
would be its own origin and story. Once I realized that there could be multiple origins in one
location, I had to think of another way to have the popup show and include all origins when
clicked. This led me to add hover and click interactivity to the different landmasses (Americas,
Europe, Africa, Asia, and Pacific), in addition to the pins themselves. There are three page levels to
the popup that are shown based on what is clicked. The first level is a list of the countries per
landmass – which only shows if a landmass itself is clicked, the second level is a list of the origins
within the country – which shows as a second level from the landmass page or as the first level if a
pin is clicked, and the third level is a page of the story/stories for the origin that is clicked.
When writing the code for the popup, D3.js was an integral part of showing filtered data
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based on the landmass, pin or origin that was selected. When the user clicks on a landmass, pin or
list item on the popup page, the id of the HTML element is passed to the corresponding function
and filtered so the only data that shows on the page is based on what is clicked. The id for the pins
and list items are the same as the name of the item itself (ex: if the list item says “Guatemala”, then
the id is also “Guatemala”). The id was also used for the hover effects for the landmasses, pins, and
list items. Since there are some names of items that had spaces or other non-alphanumeric
characters, I had to add a function that would remove any characters that would not be added to the
id. If these characters were not removed, then the hover and click features would not work
properly.
I knew that I wanted the map to be the focus of the site when starting this project. This
guided my decisions to include everything on one page as well as taking up the least amount of
space for the header and footer. The only thing that leads to a separate page of the website is the
database. I wanted to have data readily available and open to users (more accessible than the
GitHub repository). The only way to get to the database is through the Data tab in the menu. The
Data tab also informs the user that there may be some stories that have different versions than what
is passed along by its respective peoples or contested accounts.

Relationship to Focus Area and Previous Course of Study
Coming into the Digital Humanities (DH) program, I had always wanted to combine the use
of technology with archaeological finds or bring technology into museums. Throughout my career
at The Graduate Center there have been different courses that have culminated in my work for
Mapping Flood Myths. Aside from Interactive Data Visualization, another course that added to the
development of this project was Digital Humanities: Methods and Practices (DHUM 70002) taught
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by Dr. J. Bret Maney during the Spring 2020 semester. For this course, we were put into groups of
four to create a digital project. The project my group created, “Heritage Reconstructed:
Virtualizations of Archaeological Sites in Peril,” “is an open database collection of archaeological
sites that have been digitally reconstructed and have either been lost or are in danger of being lost
due to factors such as warfare, political unrest, or environmental events” (Gass et al.).
Many of the design and practical choices made during the creation of Heritage
Reconstructed helped lead to decisions made for Mapping Flood Myths as well. One such decision
was to use GitHub Pages as the hosting site for our website. With my prior experience writing in
HTML/CSS, we agreed it would be easier to create HTML pages rather than using blogging
websites such as the CUNY Academic Commons (built with WordPress) to be able to include
features such as the Twitter timeline on the side of the pages. Thus, I was already comfortable with
using GitHub Pages, having used it previously, and did not have to worry about hosting or
purchasing a domain name. I also knew this would allow me to have full control over how my
website looked, which I knew I would need if I were to try to create my own map.
From many of my other courses throughout my time in the DH program, I have had the
opportunity to think critically about what kind of data should be shared, how to represent data in a
visually pleasing and understandable way, and how to find different ways to represent things via
code. Underrepresentation in the digital world, via data and access, was one topic I encountered a
lot in my courses and has always stayed with me when working on my different projects. This has
passed into Mapping Flood Myths through my determination to not focus on Euro-centric flood
myths, as well as allowing all of the data I collected to be readily available. Different ways to deal
with code and visuals also helped with this project since I had to start coding before I had learned
what I needed to do using D3.js. I ended up coming up with solutions for coding issues, admittedly
in ways that may have been easier to do given more time and understanding of D3.js, but I was able
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to work through it thanks to my previous courses.

Evaluation
The website has turned out better than what my original thoughts were for this project.
Previously, whenever I thought about doing a project like this, I was always thinking about both
the map and timeline. Both aspects tied together, so I had a better idea about how I wanted the
website to look like. Once Dr. McSweeney and I narrowed down the project to just the map
portion, it was more difficult to think about how the website would like as a stand-alone map. I had
other ideas that were not as thematic as the vintage map idea. Personally, I have always loved the
aesthetic of vintage maps, but that had always been a physical item in my head. I never thought
about having that aesthetic as the basis for my digital map. When that idea was put into my head,
however, I was able to run with it and work on the map design.
One thing that took some time to work around was the scaling of the map to fit the screen.
It was more difficult than I thought it would be to fit the map within the boundaries of the container
designated for the map in the center of the webpage. To stay with the vintage map design, I wanted
to add a border and background to the map so that the countries were not floating on the page. The
border, however, ended up going outside of the boundaries of the container. The border was so far
outside of the container that, when I tried scaling the map to fit inside, the countries ended up too
small to be useful. I eventually decided on scaling the map slightly to allow the countries some
space between their borders and the end of the container while keeping the countries large enough
to see. This border issue is also why I decided to go with the Eckert IV geographic projection
instead of the August or Van der Grinten IV geographical projections (different geographic
projections can be found on Observable at “d3-geo-projection”). Those projections ended up
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extending well past the container border. Eckert IV was the one projection that, not only fit within
the vintage map style, but also did not extend so far outside of the boundaries.
Another thing that took some time to figure out was how scaling the map affected where it
was shown on the page. When I was trying to make sure that the map centered perfectly on the
page, I had to use calculations from the page itself to see what the x and y coordinates were for the
map’s location and divide those in half to try to center it. At first it was not centering properly on
the page, especially when the browser window would resize, and it took some time to realize that
the scaling of the map did not relay to the x and y coordinates coming from the page data. Thus, I
ended up having to calculate the coordinate locations, get them centered, and then multiply them by
the scale to get the map to center properly.
In the beginning, the vintage map idea also connected to the use of icons or images around
the sides of the map to link to origins and stories that did not have specific locations. Once I
decided to use general locations for these origins and updated the data based on this, I still had to
think of a way to fill the sides of the map so that there was no blank or unused space. Since vintage
maps tended to have drawings and other visualizations around the map itself, I thought, why not
use images that relate to flood myths? I was able to find paintings, drawings and even a few
sculptures that depict flood myths from around the world to use for this space. I made it a point to
not solely include items that depicted Noah’s Ark or any other Euro-centric flood myths. Since
these myths are discussed more often than other myths, I wanted to make sure that my project
encompassed all regions, without any focus on one or another. To continue with the vintage theme,
I used Photoshop to add an overlay to all the images so that they had a sepia type of look to them
and blended well with one another. This Photoshop file, along with the original images, can be
found in the GitHub repository.
With some more time, and now that I know more about D3.js than I did when I started this
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project, I would have reworked some of the code so that the variables that I was using flowed more
easily throughout the code. When working on the popup, for example, I had quite a few issues
getting the data to filter properly, without duplicates, and showing on the correct page. It took a lot
of testing, and I eventually found a solution to show the correct information. I started coding before
learning some of the things in class by figuring it out as I went, looking it up, or going back after
the class to append new code. Now, with foresight on what needs to be done, I am sure there are
ways that the code can be a bit more concise and written in a cleaner way.

Continuation of the Project
When looking at the code, aside from wanting to clean it up a bit, I wish I had more time to
work on making the website more mobile friendly, accessible, as well as making updates to the
database page. For the database, I would like to have made the page more aesthetically pleasing as
well as adding features that made it feel more like a database such as the ability to filter and search
for items.
This project can be a starting point for many new analyses to be made in the fields of
geomythology, archaeology, meteorology and many more. Future additions to this project can
include representing changes in the myths over time (either by where they are originating from or
the contests of the myths), any geological/archaeological evidence that may support the myths, or
meteorological discoveries that can help predict or understand our current and future climate. I
encourage anyone to continue to add to this project. With more data and layers added to this
project, more discoveries can be made about the different cultures represented in the project. I, for
one, would love to work on adding a timeline feature by building off of this website. I wouldn’t
want to change Mapping Flood Myths with the way it is now because I feel like the style of it now
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would not work well with additional data.
Aside from archaeological discoveries, one addition I would like to include would be the
inclusion of resources to the stories that are native to the stories themselves. For example, from
what I could tell, most of the resources that the flood myths are from, are English sources. To move
away from the Euro-centric view of flood myths we need to also look at the myths from the lens of
the people who created the myths in the first place. One thing that I thought of when making the
map was to have the map shown in a different layout. For example, instead of the typical layout of
the North America in the top left, having the landmasses in different locations would change the
way the world map is often depicted – changing the Euro-centric countries appearing to be “on
top” of all others (a great example of this is the Dymaxion Map projection developed by R.
Buckminster Fuller). The reason I decided to leave the map the way it is now, is because there has
yet to be any maps of flood myths or any representations of other non-Eurocentric cultures. The
map layout was a concession to allowing other cultures to be seen.
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APPENDICES
List of Variables
database.js
data
table
rows
cells

Data from flood_myths_site_data_cleaned.csv.
Creates the table element.
Creates the row elements within the table linked to the data.
Creates the cell elements within the rows linked to the data.

map.js
cleaned
colorScale
colorScaleDark
countries
countryLink
currHoverpopList
currPage
divlist
filteredOrigins
filteredOriginsRoll
filteredPopData
filteredStories
flooddef
floodnum
floodpins
groupedArea
groupedCountry
groupedRegion
gSize
height
mapdefs
mapfilter
mapsvg
mapSVGsize
margin
pageName
pathGen
prevPage

Manages cleaned word from the cleanword function.
Sets colors for landmass on hover.
Sets colors for landmass border on hover.
Creates path element for countries.
Creates and displays list of countries on popup based on landmass clicked.
Initiates color change for country name on the list when hovered.
Manages current page title of popup the user is on.
Creates div HTML element to hold the list of data on the popup.
Filters the origins list based on the country selection.
Rolls up the origin list based on the country selection.
Filters the countries list based on the landmass selection.
Filters the stories based on the origin selection.
Manages the defs HTML element for the pins on the map.
Manages the number of flood myths per item (country/origin).
Creates circle element for each flood myth data point.
Groups the region within each landmass.
Rolls up the countries within each landmass.
Rolls up the subregion within each landmass.
Gets the boundaries of the map g element.
Sets the height for the map svg element.
Manages the defs HTML element for the g element of the map.
Creates a dropshadow filter for the g element of the map.
Creates an svg and g element for the map.
Gets the boundaries of the map svg element.
Sets the margin for the map svg element.
Manages current page data type of popup the user is on.
Generates the path and binds it to a geographic projection.
Manages previous page title of the popup the user was previously on.
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projection
regionNameGroup
regions
scale
state
state.floodData
state.geodata
state.hover_country
state.hoverid
state.mousex
state.mousey
story
t
tooltip
width
x
y

Defines the projection to use for the map.
Groups the country/regions based on the landmass selection.
Gets the name of the country/regions from regionNameGroup.
Sets a scale for the map.
Manages multiple variables based on the current state of data.
Manages data from flood_myths_site_data_cleaned.csv.
Manages data from custom.geo.json.
Manages the landmass that is hovered on.
Manages if the item of a hover is a landmass or a pin.
Manages the x position of the cursor on the map svg.
Manages the y position of the cursor on the map svg.
Displays each story text on popup based on origin selection.
Defines transitions for d3 elements.
Manages appearance of the tooltip.
Sets the width for the map svg element.
Sets the x location for the map g element to center it in the svg element.
Sets the y location for the map g element to center it in the svg element.

script.js
currentpage
myWave
t
wavesvg

Maintain page selection for menu.
Creates the wave path for the menu.
Defines transitions for d3 elements.
Creates the svg element for the wave (menu).
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Glossary of Functions
map.js
cleanword(d): Cleans passed word by removing non-alphanumeric characters.
countryclicked(): Gathers and displays data based on landmass clicked.
draw(): Draws the map.
hover(): Initiates color changes for the landmass and shows a tooltip for the pins when hovered on.
init(): Initiates the creation of the map.
mapresize(): Resizes the map based on the size of the screen.
originClick(data, item): Shows story text of the origin clicked.
poplisthover(ev): Bolds and changes color of item hovered on in the popup.
poplistonClick(data, item): Shows list of story origins on popup when country or pin is clicked.
popup_close(): Closes popup when close button is clicked.
popupback(data, currPage): Goes back to the previous page on the popup.
showPopup(): Shows popup when landmass or pin is clicked.
script.js
activelink(id): Changes the style of the active tab/page on the menu.
activetext(currentpage): Displays the HTML text for the active tab/page on the menu.
menubtnclick(): Brings up the wave menu and lowers the opacity of the rest of the page.
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